It is important that your grant is used effectively and based on school need. The Education Inspection Framework
(Ofsted 2019 p64) makes clear there will be a focus on ‘whether leaders and those responsible for governors all
understand their respective roles and perform these in a way that enhances the effectiveness of the school’.
Under the Quality of Education criteria (p41) inspectors consider the extent to which schools can articulate
their curriculum (INTENT), construct their curriculum (IMPLEMENTATION) and demonstrate the outcomes
which result (IMPACT).
To assist schools with common transferable language this template has been developed to utilise the same
three headings which should make your plans easily transferable between working documents.
Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of
Physical Education, School Sport and Physical Activity (PESSPA) they offer. This means that you should
use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to:
•
•

Develop or add to the PESSPA activities that your school already offer
Build capacity and capability within the school to ensure that improvements made now will
benefit pupils joining the school in future years
Please visit gov.uk for the revised DfE guidance including the 5 key indicators across which
schools should demonstrate an improvement. This document will help you to review your
provision and to report your spend. DfE encourages schools to use this template as an
effective way of meeting the reporting requirements of the Primary PE and Sport Premium.
We recommend you start by reflecting on the impact of current provision and reviewing the
previous spend.
Schools are required to publish details of how they spend this funding as well as on the
impact it has on pupils’ PE and sport participation and attainment by the end of the
summer term or by 31st July 2020 at the latest.
We recommend regularly updating the table and publishing it on your website
throughout the year. This evidences your ongoing self-evaluation of how you are
using the funding to secure maximum, sustainable impact. Final copy must be
posted on your website by the end of the academic year and no later than the
31st July 2020. To see an example of how to complete the table please click HERE.

Support for review and reflection - considering the 5 key indicators from DfE, what development needs are a priority for your setting and your
pupils now and why? Use the space below to reflect on previous spend and key achievements and areas for development.

Key achievements to date until July 2019:

Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:

Continued deployment of Mr Cotton (TLR) as Sports Lead and Mr
Goddard as a specialist support member of the P.E team to deliver
a more sustainable use of our funding by upskilling and supporting
school staff, team teaching, promoting leadership in pupils and
facilitating a diverse competition calendar of events.

In pool support from Mr Goddard to maximise the number of
pupils making progress and achieving national curriculum levels in
swimming.

A new improved P.E Curriculum to be developed by Mr Cotton and
member of the P.E team. In the past some sports have been
100% of pupils in school accessing physical activity throughout the overlooked or repeated by year groups so this is address this and
school day (not confined to P.E lessons) in the form of active
provide more wide-ranging opportunities for all pupils.
breakfast club (Go Noodle), active lessons (BBC supermovers), and
active playtimes (using new equipment led by young leaders).
Further embed personal challenges into the curriculum and at
playtimes for use by all pupils. These are a way of providing
School Games Gold Award for the fourth consecutive year. This
competitive opportunities to all in simple and easy to deliver ways.
demonstrates the wide-ranging commitment we have to PESSPA
for our school community.
Diversify the members of staff delivering clubs and activities,
attending competitions and leading sessions. Teachers to begin to
Personal challenges delivered as part of the P.E curriculum in all
upskill TA’s in the same way they received support from Mr
year groups and by young leaders at play/lunchtimes. These
Goddard in previous years to wider the skill set of support staff.
provide all pupils with opportunities to challenge themselves in
simple activities and try to ‘beat their best’.
Increasingly wide-ranging staff members supporting the P.E team
to deliver extra-curricular clubs at no cost to pupils.
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Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a
distance of at least 25 metres?
N.B. Even though your pupils may swim in another year please report on their attainment on leaving
primary school at the end of the summer term 2020.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl,
backstroke and breaststroke]?

Class 1 = 56%
Class 2 = 40%
69% combined

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations? 98% combined

Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to provide additional provision for swimming
but this must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this
way?
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Yes/No

Action Plan and Budget Tracking
Capture your intended annual spend against the 5 key indicators. Clarify the success criteria and
evidence of impact that you intend to measure to evaluate for pupils today and for the future.

Academic Year: 2019/20

Total fund allocated: £19,210

Date Updated: 22/07/2020

Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical Officer guidelines recommend that Percentage of total allocation:
primary school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day in school
20%
Intent
Implementation
Impact
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Diversification of opportunities for
all pupils to engage in physical
activity throughout the school day
(not confined to P.E lessons) so all
pupils can lead healthier, more
active lives.

Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:

Supported by:

£3842

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

100% of pupils engaged in
Continue to use the variety of
opportunities to maximise
online resources to extend
(Allocated to physical activity in the school
opportunities to get active
funding Mr
day. Average 50 pupils at
during the school day. Focus in
Cotton’s TLR breakfast club. 100% using in
HT 1 to be Yoga for all year
Active breaks (in lessons) further
payment as P.E class resources, 100% given
groups as this activity fits with
developed by all staff and accessed lead and
opportunities at play / lunchtime. current guidance and can be
by 100% of pupils. Online resources towards
incorporated easily into the
Opportunities to achieve this KPI
used were: Go noodle (dance /
funding Mr
Y1 / Y2 pupils all engaged in Yoga classroom.
were also offered to pupils during
exercise), Cosmc Kids Yoga (Yoga / Goddard as
/ stretching active breaks in
lockdown period. See KPI 5 for more stretching and dance), BBC Super
specialist
lesson daily. These short sessions Mr Cotton proposes that
details.
movers (fitness and movement.
member of P.E were especially used by staff on teaching staff record personal
team)
wet days and provided a calming challenge videos in the Autumn
Active break / lunchtimes with
but active break for all.
term. These videos could then
focused support from Mr Goddard
be shown at active breakfast
to set up games and activities /
100% Y5 pupils taken for
club and during active breaks in
support young leaders and sports
basketball training (on a rota) in lessons at no cost and could be
crew on site (playground) and with
HT1/2.100% Y6 pupils taken off uploaded online in the event of
support from Mr Cotton off site
site for cricket training (on a rota) future disruptions to school
(grass field).
in HT1.
due to Covid.
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Daily active breakfast club (open to
all) continued, staffed by Mr
Goddard with support from TA’s
across the school.

Funding
allocated:

Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement
Intent

Implementation

Your school focus should be clear
Make sure your actions to achieve
what you want the pupils to know
are linked to your intentions:
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Development of a new and
Mrs Bridle and Mr Goddard set up
improved sports crew made up of an and co-ordinated a new sports
elected group of Y6 pupils whose job crew in order to meet, promote
it is to promote and organise events and organise sports events in 2019
and competitions, present awards in -2020.
assemblies and share new
opportunities in sport.
Y6 pupils applied for the role of
Sports Crew members – elections
took place in Half term 2.
Opportunities to achieve this KPI
were also offered to pupils during
Mrs Bridle / Mr Goddard worked
lockdown period. See KPI 5 for more with the group to devise games /
details.
activites / personal challenges that
the sports crew could deliver at
play/lunchtimes.
Elected pupils toured classes to
launch these activities to all other
pupils and raise interest / profile.
Pairs of pupils began to deliver
challenges and activities to pupils
at lunchtime on a rota.
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Percentage of total allocation:
20%

Impact
Funding
allocated:

£3842

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:
12 pupils (6 per class) were
elected by Mrs Bridle in the
autumn term.

(Allocated to
funding Mr
Cotton’s TLR In the spring term these pupils
payment as P.E worked as a group to create six
lead and
games / personal challenges to
towards
help keep children active in the
funding Mr
playground.
Goddard as
specialist
Laminated resources made for
member of P.E each activity and used in the
team)
playground on a rota in the
spring term, supported by Mr
Goddard.

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

This intended outcome was
only partially achieved due to
the school closure but the work
carried out by this group was
effective and will continue in a
similar way next year.

New challenges may need to be
devised by the next group of
elected pupils but at present
the personal challenges
devised by Mr Cotton at part of
the new P.E curriculum will be
used as these are all effective
ways of getting all pupils active
whislt adhereing to social
Pupil engagement was high with distancing / play guidelines.
100% of KS1 pupils accessing the
activities at lunchtimes led by six
of the crew members.
In KS2 activity zones were set up
and individual classes were
targeted each lunchtime,
although no percentage of pupils
taking part was recorded.

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport

Percentage of total allocation:
20%

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Continued focus on staff attending
training courses, upskilling from Mr
Goddard during P.E lessons, training
for Mr Goddard from outside
providers and delivery of PDM P.E
sessions.

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Mr Goddard supported all pupils
attending school swimming with
an active role in the pool, under
the guidance of the school
swimming staff (HT1)

Mr Goddard supported the least
Intent – improved outcomes in
able pupils in the pool using skills
school swimming, improvements in gained in HT1 from HT2 onwards.
pupils PITA scores in P.E and Sport,
increased numbers of pupils being All staff to received weekly
supported / taught new sports and support in P.E lessons from Mr
by new teachers involved at school Goddard – focus this year was for
clubs.
Mr Goddard to set up lessons and
then team teach with all staff to
upskill.
Mr Cotton and Mr Goddard
planned to deliver whole school
tennis training in HT1 was this was
cancelled due to weather and
rearranged forHT6. This is not
happen due to the school closure
but could be delivered at another
date in future depedent on the
situation.
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Impact
Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

£3842

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Mr Goddard. Mr Green and Mr
McCready reported improved
(Allocated to progress in the pool by pupils
funding Mr
using the strategy of deploying Mr
Cotton’s TLR
Goddard in the water in the first
payment as P.E term.
lead and
towards
This approach was working well
funding Mr
until the school closures but it is
Goddard as
likely that many of the pupils will
specialist
have regressed in their skills now.
member of P.E This is something we will need to
team)
take into account next year in
terms of planning opportunities
for these pupils to swim.

Mr Goddard to upskill Miss
Fray as the new member of
staff who will accompany the
pupils in school swimming.
Due to Covid-19 the timing and
nature of this support is not
fully known.

All pupils benefitted from the
team teaching approach with new
sports and skills being offered in a
revised curriculum including tag
rugby (Y2) basketball (Y5).

Teachers may seek help from
Mr Goddard in terms of ideas
for activities and in some cases
Mr Goddard or Mr Cotton may
be deployed support and team
teach if necessary.

Mr Goddard to continue in his
role as a specialist sports TA
but following four years of
weekly lesson support,
teachers make use of this
upskilling to deliver lessons
themselves.

Increased staff knowledge led to
new members delivering clubs in Staff to use skills gained to
gymnastics and cricket to a total of deliver / support at school
46 pupils.
clubs (if advice allows).

Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Promote new sports, games and
activities to all pupils through the
development of a new P.E curriculum
to include personal challenges for all
year groups.

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Supported by:

£3842

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:
New skills developed by pupils:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Launch of new and diversified
P.E curriculum to for use by all
(Allocated to Y1/2 Tag Rugy (100%)
staff in sept 2020. In light of
funding Mr
Y2 – Tri Golf (100%)
Covid-19 many of these sports
Cotton’s TLR
Y1/2/3/4 Active games and
and activities may not be
payment as P.E challenges for a total of 42 pupils. possible. Mr Cotton to
Broaden the experience for pupils at
lead and
continue to liaise with staff
after school clubs through offering
Revised content for Track and Field towards
New Clubs:
from Forge for the latest
new sports and activities.
Athletics (developed by Mrs
funding Mr
updates on what is possible
Holmes-Ward), Gymnastics
Goddard as
Cricket attended by 53 Y5 pupils and keep staff up to date so
Opportunities to achieve this KPI
(developed by Mrs Bridle)
specialist
and 48 Y6 pupils (split between
that safe sports and activities
were also offered to pupils during
member of P.E lunch time sessions and after
can be carried out in P.E
lockdown period. See KPI 5 for more Clubs offered:
team)
school club.
lessons and clubs (if possible).
details.
Y1/2/3/4 Change4Life
Y5/6 Sportshall athletics (HT1)
Y3 Tennis did not take place due Revised year-round calendar of
Y5/6 Cricket (HT1)
to school closures
sports clubs and activities to
Y5 Basketball (HT1/2)
be set up – as many clubs and
Y4/5/6 Football (HT2, HT3)
activities to be delivered by
Y4 Hockey (HT4)
members of staff other than
Y4 Gymnastics (HT3/4)
Mr Cotton and Mr Goddard.
Y3 Tennis HT5/6 (did not take
place)
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Mr Cotton devised a new whole
school curriculum in the Autumn
term, directed by and liaising with
SLT. New sports included Tag
Rugby, Tri Golf. Two personal
challenges per year group.

Percentage of total allocation:
20%

Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport

Percentage of total allocation:
20%

Intent

Implementation

Your school focus should be clear
Make sure your actions to
what you want the pupils to know
achieve are linked to your
and be able to do and about
intentions:
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
P.E team and wider staff to continue Mr Cotton, Mr Goddard and the
to make competitions accessible to all wider staff ensured that
pupils in lesson time, through
participation in year-round School
personal challenges, lunchtime
Games events continued from
opportunities, after school clubs and Sept-March. New opportunities
through attending new and already were offered in Cricket and in the
embedded School Games
form of personal challenges in
competitions.
lessons and the playground (led by
young leaders)
This focus continued until the school
closures in March 2020. From this
From March – May 2020, Mr
point onwards the focus became
Cotton recorded a series of short
about engaging the pupils in personal personal challenge video clips onto
challenge style opportunities which the school website and twitter.
they could take part in at home with
their families or when out taking daily In June 2020, Mr Cotton used a
exercise.
template of activities provided by
Forge SSP to create an ‘at home
sports day’ during School Games
week. These were delivered to all
pupils by the home learning team.

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Y5/6 squad of 20 pupils reached the city
Wider staff to begin to
finals in Sports hall athletics for the first time. accompany Mr Cotton /
(Allocated 53 Y5 pupils took part in competitive
Mr Goddard to
to funding basketball training. 10 pupils attended the
competitions to broaden
Mr
School Games Competition with Miss Facer the base of staff able to
Cotton’s and Mr Goddard
provide these
TLR
20 Y4 pupils participated in Key Steps
competitive
payment Gymnastics training with Mrs Bridle, Mr
opportunities for pupils.
as P.E lead Goddard and Miss Colton. All demonstrated
and
their routines at a parent showcase and 5
Engagement with all
towards attended the competition at Ponds Forge.
virtual competitions
funding Mr Boys and Girls teams qualified for the quarter offered as part of the
Goddard finals of the kids Cup football with SUFC.
Forge SSP – likely to be
as
59 Y2 pupils participated in the Forge Mini the only form of
specialist Olympics at Ponds Forge.
competition during term
member of
1.
P.E team) During lockdown, competitive and challenge
opportunities were provided for all pupils.
Focus by all staff on
Although engagement cannot be accurately pupils competing against
tracked, feedback from phone calls home,
each other and
the home deliver team, website traffic and themselves in the form
twitter views all show that these challenges of the new personal
Mr Cotton also uploaded links and
were viewed by a high proportion of our
challenges embedded
videos to accompany of the ‘Joy of
pupils and their families.
into the P.E curriculum.
movement festival’ set up by SUFC
in May 2020.
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£3842

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:
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